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I wrote “Papa’s Lily” in the form of a newspaper as an attempt to learn 
my grandfather’s medium. I am versed in text messages, letters, 
emails; I confidently respond to my peers. But I have never shared 

my feelings with patchworked op-eds, I do not have a subscription to the 
Wall Street Journal, and the British sonnets that my university literature 
courses survey aren’t as fluid or relevant as breaking headlines, churned 
out in the flavor-of-the-day ink, hot, bordering typewriter fonts. Despite 
every clipped article I’ve received from my grandfather, I’ve remained 
functionally mute, aware that I can only reply in the wrong code because 
his is one I don’t fully know. 

His code: he does not say I love you; he helps pay for college; he 
carves antique chairs out of tired walnut and gifts them; he invites you 
to deride the blue jays chasing off unsuspecting robins; he scribbles and 
cuts and piles up articles that say what his stone tongue struggles to. A 
marble block of a man, he joins in Michelangelo’s task of chiseling out the 
sculpture by borrowing the articles of more articulate men. 

My code: I make direct eye contact; I pose demanding questions; I 
raise my hand and expect answers; I wait to hear, “I love you, too.”

I cannot afford, whether by time or finance, to punch through 
tomorrow’s editorials in hopes of finding a response column for each 
of his mailed selections. Even if I could, I don’t trust I’d find something 
fitting. What I can do—and pray to have done well through “Papa’s 
Lily”—is write my own response, place it in his preferred form, and give 
breath to the overt answers I have for so many of his implicit, coded, 
veiled, nuanced, loving, perceptive questions and assertions. 

There is both rhyme and reason to all my grandfather sends. He hides 
dares in the bylines. He affirms me in his selections. He communes with 
me in the rare annotation. I share this brief collection as my bridge, my 
attempt at warming to his medium, my effort to join in his conversation 
of clippings.
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